Greetings to everyone in the Satanic Family.

When you have eyes to see, you will see, what has changed with the enemy taking a major hand in affairs of this world is not that Satan left this world, or that his power and influence was defeated, but rather, that it changed forms, and his influences were taken in the wrong way by the brainwashed cattle of the enemy.

Even in the enemy's height of power, such as the Middle Ages, the worthy followers of Satan were still instructed not only on how to advance spiritually but also, on how to complete the Magnum Opus. Indeed in many "Christian" wings and churches, there always were loyalists to Satan, and those who knew everything was a big sham and kept remembrance to the True Gods of the Gentiles. The enemy got drunk in their stupidity of their claimed omnipotence, and could never find and locate the thorns that were sitting in their own neck.

Indeed one thing changed: Since Satan's gifts were withdrawn by the enemy from the populace and public sight (as they were in Egypt), Satan kept his pupils and loyal people throughout the ages and taught them incessantly. He also always took care of his own people, the souls that are on their way to the Great Work, and he made circumstances over and over again fall in place for the advancement of said individuals. We can see this powerfully today, but imagine if you lived in the Middle Ages.

Even in the time when the enemy has had all the power, at least virtually, all Satan had to do was wear another guise - the same goes for all other Demons. Thoth got clothed in the name of Hermes and kept instructing the chosen of Satan about True Alchemy and the secrets of the Soul. Indeed, a whole system was devised and was operating under the enemy's nose for centuries. That of 'superstitious science'.

"Science" or the analysis of the elements, ironically, did not begin with the foundations of 'logical science' as we know it and is taught fundamentally by the enemy as a physical and solely physical craft. All science was born out of a re-emergence of Ancient Greek thought, which was essentially a logically laid out system that explains spiritual things such as the Magnum Opus and other said matters which were always a Satanic Inheritance.
Even with the majority of said documents and people burned, people insisted on practicing and looking into these occult and spiritual things. Essentially behind the guise of studying 'material sciences', all the occult and spiritual research and advancement was still ongoing, albeit still amputated by the obstacles of the era.

You can notice in our numbers here, the people who seek these Truths are not the many, but the few. Many souls are not interested in said matters in any serious way. This is another way the Gods protect the knowledge without keeping it from the eyes of the people, but it is NOT hiding the truth fully and making it disappear. This is the work of the enemy to hide it completely. For those who seek to become truly Gods, these matters, the knowledge given, and all the people who kept this knowledge, fought for it, died for it, and all the sacrifices made so you can read this message now and neglect doing RTR's while eating ice-cream from the comfort of your couch, I need to bring a matter in all of your attention.

A second Middle Ages is coming and you are the only ones who can stop this. Like the alchemist who hid for his life and passed down the knowledge, and like the people who were burned but gave us the opportunity today to have spiritual knowledge, the weight falls onto us. With the church, the jews, and an infinite amount of angry illiterate Goyim ready to cut his head off and torture him on any given moment.

And yet, these people persisted, for their faith in the Gods, and they won the enemy over and over and bit by bit during the centuries until at some point the monstrosity of xianity was dealt major blows. These people also had not many physical proofs, not much ability to communicate, and no means to express and in many cases even protect themselves or even eat properly. Yet, they persisted.

People nowadays live 1000 times better than these people. If you put in the same effort as these guys, there would be no enemy right now. The problem is that as comfort and the availability of means rises, people also give up their own strength and power in exchange, and also, their resolve.

Why should you study something today...It will be here tomorrow... Why should you do a meditation today...You take for granted you will live tomorrow...Why give a fuck to do a Communication RTR lest the internet becomes the home of terrifying censorship and a tool for worldwide KGB like organizations who may make people disappear at night? "It won't happen Man...".

But when people were living in wartime, their life essentially had more meaning, because it could go out at any time. Now the present-day slob is too bored to
even protect its own freedom. Additionally, the worthless slugs that today call themselves "humans" also whine they have very 'difficult' lives. More difficult than let's say walking 10 km a day to drink clean water, for example.

They can't properly download an XBOX game so they take some Xanax cause someone in minecraft called them a "cunt". They live the hard life now... These are the people of these 'generations', weak and ungrateful cattle in many ways. I say cattle because indeed, they themselves have bought jewish trinkology and BECAME cattle.

Do not be like these people. Be better. The above are destined for slavery, death, and Destruction.

And if you compare your so-called 'burdens' with their burdens, you know yours is a joke compared to them. It happens in all forms of natural existence, you don't appreciate what you have, you lose it. Appreciate in a sense of working to maintain these things. Not only that, but we stand at the most advantageous point since the Middle Ages and for a very long time. You can literally throw curses on the enemy and have not the slightest to worry about.

To those who stand by Satan's side no matter the odds, no matter the so-called 'burdens', and no matter what challenges arise (Aka I spilled my ice cream while doing RTR's), jokes aside, the labor and creation aside Him, know Satan will reward you. Satan rewards with internal riches that are beyond comprehension.

Let me also tell you it's also retarded to not do your spiritual work now. Many so-called 'challenges' have been fixed and overcome by other prior SS who took a beating to make things available for everyone now. Easy, peasy, available, everything is available. To narrow it down. All you need is a will and some persistence.

You don't need to pay anyone to teach you how to meditate, you don't need to risk your head to learn how to clean your aura, you don't need to be burned alive because you were naive enough and nobody told you to keep this secret, as the Al Jilwah is one Googling away and you can see Satan's advice to keep the enemy in check.

From the alchemist in the middle ages that wrote and hid a document before they died, to those that today do RTR's, Satan's influence and work is undivided, eternal, and overpowering to the Enemy.

Now that we win, the enemy vermin must be spiritually DESTROYED. The enemy made these people who were working for a better humanity suffer, but on
their suffering, we are building a new powerful world that moves away from these evil circumstances imposed by the enemy - Forever.

Use the knowledge, and with our resolve, our brotherhood, and our Gods, we will bring the enemy down in full and permanently delete them from this world. This is the key.

May the Gods bless our spiritual endeavors.
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